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Open Spaces
Preserving Our Lands...
Protecting Our Waters...
Engaging Our Communities

Rob McCormack is an active 
investor with more than twenty 
years of experience. He currently 
serves as partner at Covalent Capital, 
Granite Capital Management and 
Mustang Ventures and sits on the 
board of directors of several private 
companies.  Previously, Rob spent 
seven years as a venture capitalist 
in Silicon Valley, including time 
at Trident Capital and at Integral 
Capital Partners. Prior to joining 
Integral, Rob served as the Director 

of Business Development and General Manager of the Capital 
Markets Group at Risk Management Solutions and as a Production 
Engineer in Japan at Murata Manufacturing. He received his B.S. 
in Electrical Engineering and M.S. in Industrial Engineering from 
Stanford University.

Meet Our New Trustees

Dear Members, 

The summer of 2018 was quite a busy one for the Weekapaug Foundation for 
Conservation!  As the season closes, I write to thank you for your continued 
support and to update you on WFC’s recent activities.  Last month the Foundation 
closed on a conservation easement of 4 acres of marshland along Quonochontaug 
Pond.  Protecting this land will allow for us to partner with organizations such 
as Save The Bay to expand the marsh restoration and adaptation projects that 
have taken place on the Ray Preserve, Lathrop Preseve and Langworthy Field 
to a new location.  As many of you learned at our annual meeting on August 
23, marshland is a very crucial storm barrier with increased importance in 
this day and age.  Teresa Crean, coastal resource management specialist of the 
Coastal Resource Center at the University of Rhode Island’s Graduate School 
of Oceanography spoke at our annual meeting.  She shared some eye-opening 
maps about the impact of sea level rise on our coastal communities as well as her 
national leading computer tools, called “Storm Tools.”
We also sought over the summer to broaden the Foundation’s membership base 
by reaching out to new segments of the pond communities.  On August 3, a 
group of area “20-30-somethings” headed to Westerly’s Grey Sail Brewery for 
an evening of fine brews, wood fired pizza and conservation.  A short movie 
and discussion introduced the next generation to the importance of the three 
decades of conservation work that their parents and grandparents have engaged 
in.  It was very reassuring to know that young people are indeed interested in 
carrying on the mission of the WFC.  It was an important first step to bring the 
next generation into the fold and we hope to build upon it in the coming years.
In addition, WFC was able to reach an agreement with Mark Barber to purchase 
2.4 acres of forest which borders Noyes Neck Farm.  We are thrilled to announce 
that we have raised over 80% of our goal of $1.2 M to acquire the three buildable 
lots on Noyes Neck Road owned by the Barber family.  We are ever grateful for 
our supporters who have made and continue to make the foundation’s success 
possible.  We hope to share more details with you soon as the transaction is 
finalized.
We hope you enjoy your fall and look forward already to next summer when 
we hope you will join us in celebrating WFC’s 30th Anniversary!  Our Gala 
Committee is already working on a special event to commemorate this milestone 
and we will share more details with you soon via a save the date card.  Stay tuned!

Sincerely,

Robert C. McCormack, Jr. John J. Strafach, III
A Westerly native, John Strafach grew 
up helping his grandfather, Charles 
Panciera, Sr., on Ever-Breeze Farm 
every weekend from the time he was 
a teenager.  He attended Prout School 
in Wakefield, where he was active in 
drama productions, building sets and 
managing sports teams, graduating 
near the top of his class in 2003.  He 
attended University of Connecticut 
after high school, but left to go to work 
for his father at John Strafach and 
Sons commercial concrete business 

in Westerly after two years.  After a decade working in that 
business, creating foundations at the Ocean House and Brown 
University among other places, John decided his true passion 
was farming.  He left the business three years ago to become the 
manager at Ever-Breeze Farm.  He is pleased to join the Board 
of Trustees of the Weekapaug Foundation for Conservation as 
he feels the foundation’s support has been crucial to the farm’s 
success and looks forward to the opportunity to give something 
back.



organizations that have established strategies on how to become a 
registered “quiet community” by upholding the elimination of specific 
noise creating landscape maintenance practices. 
Dave Prescott reinforced each of the other panelists’ mission statements 
by the multi-prong strategies Save The Bay is taking in protecting the 
quality of South County’s vulnerable watershed environment. His 
state sponsored agency cannot work alone and expect reversing the 
deleterious environmental trends that have been exponentially building 
over the past few decades. As the waterfront communities become 
more vulnerable to the obvious effects of climate change, coordinated 
community actions between private citizens and government authorities 
is ever more critical. The more we work together to improve the health 
of our native ecologies, the more resilient we will be to combat and 
recover from new climate change forces and impacts. 

As part of WFC’s stewardship initiatives, we are committed to bringing 
to light the impacts of common domestic landscape practices. Not 
dissimilar to the simple act of individual recycling, homeowners can 
take action by becoming more engaged with what is being done to their 
properties on a seasonal basis. Working closely with one’s landscape 
maintenance contractor is a first step in directing them on adopting and 
integrating best practices in every aspect of their plant, soil and water 
resource care.

As part of a coordinated and mutually supportive initiative, WFC has 
been collaborating with Weekapaug Green to bring higher awareness 
to the pond communities’ residents of their individual role in helping 
improve the quality, health and performance of region’s landscape.  On 
August 7, Weekapaug Green sponsored a well attended panel discussion 
at the Weekapaug Yacht Club, which focused on landscape management 
and landscape design best practices.  One of the four panelist was Virginia 
Rockwell,  a conservation landscape designer and native plant specialist. 
Virginia spoke to the benefits of working with native plant communities 
and how effective they are in rebuilding healthy soils, wildlife habitats, 
absorbing storm water run-off, and cleaning our ground water supply.  
Susie Mackay, a local concerned environmentalist, addressed the evolution 
of the area’s suburbanization and the deleterious effects of the increased 
use of loud fossil fuel based leaf blowers and other related landscape 
equipment. Susie pondered the idea of the pond communities adopting 
noise abatement practices to qualify as a registered “quiet community.”  
I spoke about how to become a more educated landscape consumer by 
working directly with one’s landscape maintenance contractor or enlisting 
and hiring alternative certified toxic-free landscape professionals.  
Individual home owners can have a transformative positive impact if they 
take action to ensure landscape maintenance best practices are not only 
conducted on their property, but their neighbors as well. Our ecology 
does not recognize property lines or municipal jurisdictional boundaries. 
Coordinated and collective neighborhood action is required to assure 
comprehensive ecological benefits. Our environment is only as healthy 
as the neighbor who is using the most harmful landscape maintenance 
practices.  
And finally, Dave Prescott, South County’s Save the Bay’s Coast Keeper, 
rounded-out the discussion by emphasizing how property owners have an 
impact on the quality of our communities’ pond ecology and surrounding 
landscape. Increased urbanization cannot be offset by increases in 
securing more conservation lands. State, Federal and local environmental 
agencies and related non-profits have established important guidelines 
and practices to protect South County’s sensitive watersheds for both 
public and private lands. Working at a grass root (no pun intended) 
community level and tapping into regional environmental resources 
like Save the Bay and the Salt Pond Coalition will advance residents’ 
knowledge of appropriate and effective steps toward improving their 
landscape’s environmental performance and the adoption of best practice 
landscape management. 

Virginia provided countless and inspiring native planting design 
opportunities that reach well beyond the ubiquitous non-native 
Hydrangea, Privet and lawn mono-cultures that dominate the area’s 
domestic landscape. Alternatively, using a matrix of trees, shrubs, forbs 
and ground covers can restore many of the marine woodlands lost to 
oversized lawns. This bio-diversity not only increases privacy, it rebuilds 
valuable wildlife habitats, cleanses ground water, and absorbs storm 
water run-off. Individual home owner landscape stewardship begins 
with working with trusted professionals (https://rinla.org/latestnews/ 
and certified landscape contractors employing best landscape practices 
– https://rinla.org/ri-pesticide-cerfication/).  Virginia stressed that 
no matter how small a property one has control over, one can make a 
sizeable difference in benefiting the health of the areas’ vegetative and 
wildlife habitats.
I echoed Virginia’s principals while acknowledging homeowners love for 
lawns and their increased use with each new residential development. 
It is the least expensive “landscape restoration” improvement following 
any form of house and/or site construction. Moreover, it is perceived by 
both the homeowner and many landscape maintenance services to be 
the easiest landscape maintenance activity – requiring weekly mowing, 
watering, and, in a lot of cases, leaf blowing. Such activities do not take 
a good deal of education. I outlined the do’s and don’t of some of the 
most common lawn maintenance practices. Lawns are one of the biggest 
candidates for chemical treatments as they are easy, quick to apply, and 
provide virtually instant “green” results. These results can be enormously 
misleading as the chemical used “drug” one’s lawn and kill the majority 
of the soil’s insects and biological activity that naturally make for a 
healthy soil. With a drug addicted lawn, chemically contaminated soils 
is one of the primary environmental break-downs where long deep 
grass roots can no longer be supported. Much higher water needs are 
required to sustain plant life. The soil’s natural foodweb matrix is killed 
off and quality ground water resources are severely compromised. Such 
concerns and unintended consequences were shared to inspire the 
audience to review their “do-it-yourself ” practices or one’s landscape 
contractor’s lawn maintenance practices and begin a concerted route to 
toxic-free lawn care.
With lawn acreage increasing annually in the pond communities, 
increase use and length of time used by loud mowers and leaf blowers 
has changed the experience of our coastal landscape. The regular roar of 
landscape equipment overshadows and erases the serenity and sounds 
of the natural world.  Susan pondered earlier days when Weekapaug was 
remembered as a “quiet place.” A time where we would escape the noise 
of other places and come here to  absorb the sanctity of the waterfront 
landscape.  Susan invited the audience to consider how we might be 
able to work together and adopt new shared practices that minimize 
or eliminate the use of loud landscape equipment. She introduced 

Coastal Landscaping Best Practices Update
By Hank White


